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Fire and loss prevention is at the heart of what we do.

With over 25 years’ experience in fire design and maintenance, our highly skilled

workforce provide the compliance led service that our clients rely upon to ensure

the minimum disruption to both their ‘day to day’ lives and businesses with the

assurance that their bespoke maintenance agreement provides.

Alphatrack Systems provides unique fire solutions that meet property specific

requirements. The project scope may involve upgrading part of your existing fire

alarm system or the design and installation of a totally new integrated fire and

security system. We provide total management, remote monitoring and control.

Alphatrack Systems is fully accredited to the
highest of industry standards giving you peace
of mind of our commitment, technical ability,
processes and corporate social responsibility.
Setting the standard with total quality
management and installation, we believe our
reputation to be synonymous with excellence
across the UK.

FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS
Simple conventional systems

Analogue addressable systems

Networked systems (multi-building
network)

Remote monitoring and control
through a graphical interface

Aspiration detection systems

Central station monitoring for
brigade response

ALARM WARNING
METHODS
Voice evacuation modules

Public Address Warning Systems
complete with integrating voice
evacuation and bomb alerts

Standalone electronic audio and
visual warning devices both loop
powered and conventional sounder
circuits

Warning devices for the hard of
hearing and visually impaired (VAD)

Hand Operated Sirens

FIRE PROTECTION &
ESCAPE MEASURES
Emergency and Escape Route
Lighting

Portable Extinguishers

Control Sprinklers

Hose Reels and Hydrants

Gas Suppression Systems

Fire Doors

Fire Resistant Paints and Sealers

Fire Stopping

ALPHAFIRE

FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
SYSTEMS

PAVA SYSTEMS

AIR SAMPLING SYSTEMS

GAS SUPPRESSION
SYSTEMS

AUTOMATED OPENING
VENTS

WARDEN CALL AND
RESPONSE SYSTEMS

SPRINKLER SYSTEMS

FULL CAUSE AND EFFECT
TESTING

FULL SYSTEM INTEGRATION



INTEGRATED FIRE 
& SECURITY
Fire Alarm and Access 
Control Systems

CCTV

ASSESSMENTS
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety)
Order 2005 imposes a duty on
persons with control of premises to
carry out fire risk assessments.
Alphatrack Systems can carry out an
up to date fire risk assessment
utilising the latest British Standards
and building control regulations.
This will inform you of the
improvements required to make
your properties a safe environment
to work in and also a guide to
designing and implementing system
improvements.

WARDEN CALL &
RESPONSE SYSTEMS
Alphatrack Systems design and install a

range of call and response systems for

the public sector, local authorities,

ALMOs and Housing Associations.

We are able to fulfill the requirements

from simple call systems to advanced

systems that incorporate two way

speech and paging, pendant

notification, fire alarm monitoring,

occupant presence detection or

scheme management solutions.

Systems can be hard-wired or wireless.

Our expertise and consultative

approach ensures we are able to install

systems that provide a vital means of

resident communication for

summoning aid when difficulty arises or

simply allowing secure access for

residents and their visitors. Our system

designs also incorporate easy

operation, allowing varying degrees of

independence to the residents

themselves.

SYSTEM DESIGN
Combined Door Entry/Warden
Call systems

Standalone Warden/Nurse 
Call Systems

Digital wireless mesh network
technology

VOIP (Voice Over Internet
Protocol) Digital Speech

Future proof technology solutions

Garden, courtyard and across
road building links

Communal Door Entrance Control

Low Voltage Smoke, Heat and 
Gas sensors

Monitored Firefighters Switch

Personal Alarm and Location
Identification

Broadcast Speech

Scheme Manager/Lift Call

Occupant Present Detection

COMMUNICATION
UNITS
Wireless room terminals

Handheld communications
devices

Personal Alarm Triggers

Large illuminated alarm buttons

Door entry key fob systems

Calling device placements

Ceiling pulls

Bath/Bed cords

Conventional lamps

Buzzer displays

PIR for occupant detection

Alarm warning device for the
blind or hard of hearing
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EMERGENCY LIGHTING
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order (RRFSO) 2005, which came into force in
October 2006, charges the responsible person in control of non-domestic premises
and the common areas of a House in Multiple Occupancy (HMO) with the safety of
everyone in the building, whether working, visiting or living there. This duty of care
includes the provision of emergency lighting;

"Emergency routes and exits requiring illumination must be
provided with emergency lighting of adequate intensity in the
case of failure of their normal lighting."

Emergency lighting is part of the fire safety provision of a building;

"The legal requirement is that non-domestic buildings must be
safe at all times, even if mains power failure occurs. Therefore,
nearly all such buildings must have emergency lighting fitted."

No matter the size or complexity of requirement our experienced team has the
knowledge to deliver efficient and effective emergency lighting system solutions
that meet Regulatory requirements, ranging across all aspects of planning and
design of the system, positioning of emergency lighting luminaires (wall / ceiling
mounted lights and signs), periodic testing / maintenance of the system.

Types of systems are as follows, in both conventional and 

LED type fittings;

Maintained emergency luminaire

Non-maintained emergency luminaire

Combined emergency luminaire

Compound self-contained emergency luminaire

Satellite emergency luminaire
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ALPHASECURE

IP INTELLIGENT CCTV

ACCESS CONTROL

AUTOMATED GATES

AUTOMATED BARRIERS

ANPR

FULL SYSTEM INTEGRATION

NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES

DOOR ENTRY & 
ACCESS CONTROL
Alphatrack Systems specialise in all
types of IP and conventional door
entry systems from the top end
systems with brass panels and colour
video touch screen panels to the
basic single button one handset 
entry system.

Benefits

Control the flow of people into
your building

Protecting your personal security
and belongings

Verify identity by either audio or
video before allowing visitors into
your apartment, industrial unit or
office building

System management with access
fob administration on a dedicated
PC and software

IP video entry with vastly reduced
cabling over large complexes
connected to LAN

LAN systems integrating video
entry, CCTV and access control
combined

Monitor the locations of individuals
within your building and control
areas for authorised access

Guard Tours – stand alone or
integrated into your access 
control system

CCTV SYSTEM OPTIONS
Large matrix controlled systems

Small standalone systems

Large graphical touch screen
controlled systems

Small and networked digital
recording systems

Wireless and IP transmission

Remotely monitored and 
controlled systems

CONCIERGE SYSTEMS
For offices and high end apartment
blocks we can also design and install
full concierge systems with complete
monitoring stations allowing the
concierge to communicate with all
residents/staff directly.

With the increased threat to security in the
21st century, it has become paramount to
protect both businesses and people.

Alphatrack Systems has 25 years experience in the design, service and consultancy.

From bespoke systems operating in multi-use commercial and residential

environments to stand-alone systems providing high tech CCTV, access control and

warden call security solutions for sheltered housing.

As the security industry moves towards IP solutions Alphatrack Systems are at the
forefront of meeting these requirements with ‘design and build’ playing a major part
in providing solutions that not only meet the client’s requirements and expectations
but also their budgets.

SECURITY GATES, BARRIERS, ANPR & TURNSTILES
Alphatrack Systems provides a wide range of physicalaccess prevention equipment
of varying levels of high and low security requirements. Our product range and
solutions manage both pedestrian and vehicle access for single or more complex
multi-site operations.

Products

Sliding Security Gates

Swing or Lift Security Boom

Vehicle Barriers

Tyre Killers

Rising Kerbs /Barricades

Security Bollards

Anti-climb Spikes and Roll Barriers 
for perimeter security

Half and Full Length Turnstiles

Automated Number Plate Recognition
(ANPR) systems

Benefits

Prevent unauthorised access

Provide the right balance 
between security presence 
and peace of mind

Control of large volumes of
people/vehicle traffic

Prevent unauthorised dumping 
of rubbish

Deter trespassers and vandalism

Increase security and gate house
efficiency

Audit/manage car parks with ease



SYSTEM HIERARCHAL

ARCHITECTURE

Grandparent asset: The building with
a unique QR code at the main access
to the building containing operating
and maintenance data, floor
schematics and the parent and child
assets contained within the building.

Parent asset: The systems contained
within the building (fire, CCTV and
access control systems).

Child asset: The devices that connect
to the parent asset or systems
(smoke/heat detectors, manual call
points, input/output interface modules,
cameras, card/proximity readers).

ALPHATAGAlphatag is a systems based asset
management system that tracks the
lifecycle of an asset, its maintenance
and reactive history, environment, 
warranty and compliance 
management.

Our in-house data
analysis team will be
able to track and
provide the customer
with management
information on their
assets that will allow 
us to demonstrate
statutory compliance
and provide a holistic
approach to the
management of the
maintenance programme for both the parent and child assets.

Whether the customer chooses to ‘sweat the asset’ to prolong it’s life through
increased visits, run to fail and opt to replace or introduces a condition based
maintenance approach; the advantages are clear that if you have accurately analysed
data reporting you can make informed decisions around both your operating and
capital budgets knowing that the systems that protect and secure your business and
people are operating at their optimum levels.

ALPHACRITICAL
Our Alphacritical service offering will look to capture and manage the ‘best 
of what we do’ – tracking and managing asset data, providing critical life 
safety solutions and securing the major asset in the facility itself via high 
end security solutions.

The critical product doesn't just apply to Data Centres as it equally lends 
itself to the Science, Pharmaceutical, Media, Broadcasting, Hospital and 
Laboratory industries, to name but a few.

At Alphatrack we understand the criticality of ‘downtime’ caused by false 
or unmanaged alarms and the impact that this can have on people, their 
lives and their business.
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Alphatrack Systems offer a range of
service maintenance contracts. Our
comprehensive maintenance offering
provides support for a full range of
security manufacturers such as 
Kentec, Entrotec, Quantec, Tynetech,
C-Tec, Zettler, Aid Call, Call Aid,
Courtney Thorne, Tunstall and 
many more.

Our service and maintenance packages
will include functional and electrical
checks of all system components and
all routine adjustment for proper
operation. We also review fault logs
and status reports to ensure all devices

performed properly during operation.
We will produce a written report and
certification upon completion, ensuring
our clients’ compliance requirements
are met. Uniquely, our maintenance
packages also include within the
agreement for battery changes at each
six monthly visit where wire free
systems are used.

All maintenance agreements can be
customised to suit exact requirements
and can include more than one type of
system. Checks are carried out in line
with manufacturers’ recommendations.

One maintenance inspection 

One safety check 

National call out service support
24/7/365

Bespoke service plans to support
your requirements

We work together with experienced
and trusted partners to provide an
efficient, effective and reliable service
to its customers, working to Alphatrack
Systems Ltd strict codes of practice at
all times.
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ELECTRICAL SERVICES 
Regular maintenance of your electrical
systems is invaluable and can even
help prevent an incident or accident
that is both physically and financially
damaging.

It needn't be expensive. Depending on
the nature of your business and your
premises we can offer tailor-made
maintenance that suits not only your
needs but your budget too.

We are fully ISO 9001 compliant. All
our electricians are security cleared to
CRB, Home Office, MoJ and Royal
Household levels.

PAGING SYSTEMS
Large zoned units with text
instructions

Small standalone units

PERSONAL ATTACK
Zoned systems give location of
alarm within a building

Fixed or mobile attack devices

VOICE EVACUATION
SYSTEMS
Standalone pre-recorded units

PA zonal based system allowing for
one or more recorded messages

Connection to fire alarm systems

Connected to emergency
evacuation devices such as 
bomb alerts

ALPHAEXTRA

ALPHASERVICE

SYSTEM

CHALLENGE

SITE

CLIENT

Doughty Street,
London WC1N -
HMO

Origin Housing

Fire System Kentec
Syncro & Apollo

Victorian Heritage
Site with original
features throughout


